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Amadine is a vector graphic design program. A vector image is different from the typical art program’s Raster image which uses paint brushes to 
create the design using pixels. Vector graphics are created using Bèzier tools which create smooth curves consisting of linked anchor points along a 
path to create a shape. An almost straight path may require only two anchor points on its ends, while a zigzag requires an anchor point every time it 
changes its direction.

Vector graphics (being based on mathematical expressions) are scaleable without losing it’s sharpness versus Raster images that are based on pixels 
which when scaled loose their clarity. This is one of the benefits of vector graphics over raster graphics.

How the path line looks can change depending on whether a Stroke or Brush property is applied to the path. You can change the path stroke’s 
Width, Variation, and Accuracy.

The Width tool allows a user to create and save 
unique strokes to give your drawing an artistic 
touch.

Amadine also has support for the Wacom 
tablet. Its pressure sensitive strokes allow a user to 
draw thick to thin strokes just from the velocity or 
pressure applied to your pen.

The Interface
The opening window sports the dark look that 

is becoming very popular with software designers. 
At the center of the window is the drawing area 
(called a Sheet) and surrounding the sheet are the 
tools (Figure 2).

Sheets
Your documents can have one or multiple 

“Sheets” that can vary in size. A Sheet is an area on 
the canvas where you create your design.

Sheets and Layers help you keep your 
document structure manageable even with a 
complex design by putting together elements that 
are related to one other.

So instead of having multiple documents for a 
project, you can have one document with 
multiple Sheets.

The Sheets will appear next to each other on the 
Figure 2. This is Amadine’s workspace with a Tools Palette on the left along with the 
Geometry, Appearance, Layers, and Sheets palettes on the right.

Figure 1. These images are examples of what can be created using Amadine.



canvas so you can move back and forth working on different Sheets.

Layers
Anyone who has used art programs in the past should know what a Layer is. For those who 

don’t - layers help you arrange the objects in your document. Layers are stacked so the top layer 
overlaps the layer below it and so on. 

If you look at the Layers Palette in Figure 2 (sitting off to the lower right of the window), you 
will see the various layers that went together to create the bird image, e.g. layers for the Radio, 
Locker, Nose, Electronics, Helmet, and so on. You can see the various pieces for the bird’s head in 
the exploded example in Figure 3.

Vector Tools
• Pen tool: this lets you draw both straight and curved lines using anchor points. Each point has 

left and right handles that when lengthen or shortened, change the shape of the curve (Figure 4).
• Draw Tool: This is a freehand drawing tool. Instead of having to mess with the anchor handles 

to define the curve shapes, you simply draw your line. Amadine automatically place the anchor 
points for you.

Shapes
Amadine comes with five primitive shape tools: Rectangle, Rounded Rectangle, Ellipse, Polygon, and Star (lower 

left of Figure  2). The Polygon and Star tools let you change the number of points for the star or the number of sides 
for the Polygon (Figure 7)

The Rectangle, Rounded Rectangle, Polygon, and Star tools are also “Smart” shapes. These are parametric objects 
that let you vary their shape after it has been drawn. If you click on a smart shape with the Selection tool, you won't 
see anchor points. Instead, you will see little dot shaped handles surrounding it (Figure 6). Moving the handles will change the shape such as making 
rounded corners. You can move one or all of the handles to get different results.

Gradient fills:
I really like that the Gradient tool not only 

lets you specify the start and finish colors, but 
you can also add additional nodes (colors). So 
you could make a multicolored (rainbow) 
gradient. You can choose from: linear or radial 
gradient fills.

Booleans 
Booleans let you Join, Intersect, Subtract, 

and Exclude portions of your shapes. Thus 
creating new shapes or revealing what lies 
beneath your shape. For example you can 
draw a circle over a rectangle and then have it 
subtract (remove the underlying area of the 
rectangle) to reveal the items that were sitting 
on the layer under the rectangle - like shown 
in the Figure 5 image.

Effects
• Glow: You can add an inner or outer glow to your objects to make them really stand out in your graphic (Figure 12).
• Shadow: You can create an inner or outer shadow for your objects to add depth to them (Figure 10). There are controls that let you set the Blur, 

Offset, Angle and Color of the shadows.
• Blur: You can add a Blur effect in order to soften an object's edges.

Figure 4. Bezier anchor 
points have handles that you 
can use to change the curve  
or direction of the path.

Figure 3. Vector images are made up from  
different overlapping parts (see Figure 2 for 
the original image). The amount of 
overlapping parts depends on the 
complexity of the image.

Figure 5. The Gradient tool lets you add multiple color transitions in a gradient. The 
screenshot on the right shows many subtle two-tone gradients that were used to color this 



Lettering and Typography
Amadine has several text tools that you can use to add text to your graphic, e.g.: text in a text box, text 

along a path (Figure 11), or text inside a shape. Amadine comes with the typical text formatting options 
that you can use to modify your text (Figure 9). 

The letters or words can be converted to paths so special effects can be added to them such as the Glow 
effect shown in Figure 12.

These text tools are bound to produce effective results when a user needs a heading or a frame for text 
(Figure 8).

The aforementioned tools are only a few of Amadine’s available tools and options. There are too many to 
go into detail in this review. If you are interested, I suggest you go to the Belight Web site and read all of the 
descriptions to see all of the available options.

Importing & Exporting 
Amadine supports the following formats for both importing and exporting SVG, TIFF, PNG, JPEG, PDF and 

EPS.
If you only want to export part of your graphic, you can use the Export Scope option which lets you select the part 

of your design should be exported
• Entire Document: This will export all off the sheets in the document. 
• Sheets: You can export one or more sheets by inputting their numbers. For example, to export sheets from 2 to 4, 

you can type either 2-4 or 2, 3, 4 into the Sheets Range field.
• The Selection option will export a selected object or multiple selected 

objects in the document.

Advantages of Vector graphics over Raster graphics
• Vector objects can be resized without loosing their sharpness. Whereas as 

the graphics from Raster programs start to get blurry the larger you resize 
them.

• In a Raster program, once you draw a line, its angle or location is set. If 
you want to change it, you have to erase it and redraw it. In a Vector 
program you can easily resize the line or increase the width of its stroke, 
etc. I like this ability especially when I try to create a map or technical 
design.

The Skinny
Evaluation: I will admit up front that I am used to using Raster art programs where you paint (pixels) with a brush. So creating a image with Vector 
objects took a bit of getting used to. But after a while I was getting the hang of it and I liked the results. Will this replace my Raster art programs? 
Probably not. But I think that Vector art has an interesting look and advantages over Raster art in certain areas. So Amadine has a place in my set of 
art tools. I think Amadine’s price of $19.99 is amazing. Any artist without a vector art program would be wise to snap it up at that price.
Requires: macOS 10.12 or higher, Catalina compatible; Optimized for Metal and OpenGL
Company: Belight
Price: From Belight or the Apple Store: $19.99
Available trial copy

Figure 6. The “Smart” Shapes have (dot) handles. Dragging 
one or multiple handles toward or away from the center of 
the shape, changes that shape’s appearance.

Figure 7. The Star shape can be set from 3 up to 100’s of points - 
effectively making a solid doughnut. You can likewise change the 
Polygon sides from 3 to over 50 sides (which makes a circle).

Figure 11. I drew a freehand wavy 
line and then used the “Text on 
Path” tool to type the text.

Figure 12. You can apply the Inner Glow and Outer Glow effects 
to objects such as this text that has been converted to paths. I 
applied a neon blue outer glow in this example.

Figure 10. You can add inner or 
outer shadows to your objects.

Figure 9. Amadine’s text 
formatting options.

Figure 8. Amadine can be used to 
make interesting headings or 
frames for text.
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